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                  A note on Strategy
            Playing the “Corruption” 

and “Symbiosis” intro decks

Card Types

Every card in your laboratory is one of four types:

Servant: A minion who protects your lab, or attacks your 
enemy’s servants, nexuses, lab, and rooms.

Nexus: An enchanted space with wide-reaching effects 
that last until the nexus is destroyed.

Transmutation: Sticks to and alters a friendly or enemy 
servant. 

Spellbomb: One-time actions.

CARD TYPE BAR

If it’s your first game, try taking out all the spellbombs and 
nexuses from your deck. We’ll cover how all of them work, but 
don’t be afraid to start simple!

Steps of a Turn

It usually takes a few games for the Laboratory Mayhem  rules 
to  become second nature. Don’t get too hard on yourself the 
first game!

1. Prep 
(This step isn’t relevant your first turn.) Recall all your servants 
to your entourage zone, except for your familiar (the servant in 
your familiar zone).

2.  Explore
Draw a card. (Player 1 skips this their very first turn, but 
completes the rest of the step.) Next, if you have a familiar, 
rummage through your laboratory. To rummage,  draw a card, 
then discard any card from your hand to your scrapheap 
(discard pile). 

You’ll use your scrap heap later to assemble other cards.

REAGENT.  A reagent is what a card 
produces —  usually ingredients that pay 
for a card’s assembly cost. You may play 
cards as reagents from your hand OR your 
scrapheap. 

To do so, put the card on top of a room, 
upside-down and face-up. You can only 
play one card per room each turn.

3. Playing cards 
You can play each card in three different ways:

ROOM.  Once per turn, you may play a card 
from your hand face down as a room. Keep 
these in a row right in front of you.

VAPORIZE  &  RECYCLE

If a reagent has this symbol          , it goes back 
to your scrapheap after each use. If the reagent 
box is red - like this one -  vaporize it (remove the 
card from the game) after spending it.

RECIPE.  Finally, you may play cards face up 
from your hands as recipes. 
Play a recipe by paying its assembly cost, 
shown in the top right. Do this by spending 
your reagents. 

You can play any number of recipes each
turn, if you can pay for them.

When paying an assembly cost, all colored symbols in the cost 
(like        or        ) require reagents that match them exactly. 
“Junk” symbols (         ) can be paid using any reagent.

This guide holds out
If you compare what you read here with every card in the full 
box set, you’ll see there are some rules we didn’t explain in 
this booklet. That’s because the goal of this guide is get you 
playing a fun game quickly, even if it doesn’t have all the bells 
and whistles.

So, what are traps? How do ability reagents work? The answers 
to all your problems are in the Comprehensive Rules and our FAQ. 

Read and download them for free at the game’s website,
 www.labmayhem.com.   Enjoy!

Getting started
OBJECTIVE
Your deck of cards is your laboratory. The cards in your laboratory 
let you explore rooms, create servants, and perform powerful 
experiments. To win, use these tools to reduce your opponent’s 
deck to zero cards, then destroy all their rooms.

KIT NOTE: If it’s your first game, we recommend making a deck 
that uses only one or two alchemy disciplines.

STARTING the GAME
Choose a starter familiar from your deck. (Look for the words 
“starter familiar” in the rules text.) 

Place it face up in front of you, in a special familiar zone. Shuffle 
your deck and draw 7 cards. Flip a coin to see who goes first.

So you’re an alchemist...

Business is cutthroat in the city of Nomali, and alchemy is no 
exception. Like any entrepreneur, you’re looking to pare down 
the competition. So you happen to have a few extra tricks up 
your sleeve - never hurt anybody, right?

Sure.

SIX DISCIPLINES of ALCHEMY
There are six different types - “disciplines”- of alchemy:  

You’ll find that each has its own methods and attitude.  You can 
focus on one discipline, or mix and match between as many as 
you’d like.

combustion metallurgy astrology

naturalism toxicologyreanimation

Card Anatomy

Name Card type

Assembly
cost

Stats:
Vandalism
Combat
Armor
Life

Rules text

Reagent



For example, this card’s assembly cost is      

There are a number of ways you could pay this assembly cost. 
Some examples are below.  However you pay, it must include at 
least one         , one         , and one of any type.

+

- OR - 

+

4. Special Actions
There are two special actions you can take whenever you could 
play a card. (For example, you could play a room, take one of 
these actions, and then play a recipe.)

Use special abilities of cards in play, paying the cost (such 
as “        : Rummage.”)

Move your familiar into your entourage and/or move any 
servant from your entourage to your empty familiar zone, 
making it your new familiar. There is no cost to do this.

5a. Attack step: Attacking

To attack, dispatch          a servant. It can attack any servant in your 
opponent’s entourage.

Attack with any number of servants. You may attack one enemy 
with multiple servants.

Once you’ve attacked every enemy servant in your opponent’s 
entourage, your other servants can attack their nexuses and/
or laboratory. (You can never attack familiars or dispatched 
servants.)

REMEMBER: Servants can’t attack the turn you play them, or the 
turn they leave your familiar zone. Any other servant in your 
entourage can attack the enemy.

5b. Attack step: Blocking

 If the defending player has any unattacked servants in the 
entourage, he or she may use them to block. Each servant can 
block one attacking servant. You may block the same attacker 
with any number of servants.

5c. Attack step: Damage

Servants deal combat      damage to other servants. A servant’s  

armor      prevents that much combat damage each turn. If 
your servant is battling multiple enemies,  you may divide your 
servant’s damage among the enemies however you choose.

Damage is permanent; keep track of it with dice or coins. Once a 
servant has taken damage at least equal to its life          , scrap the 
servant (move it to your scrapheap). If there was a transmutation 
on the servant, it follows it to the scrapheap.

Servants deal vandalism       damage to nexuses. When a nexus 
has taken damage equal to its life, turn it face down — it is now 
a room.

Servants deal vandalism           damage to an enemy’s laboratory

(deck).  When a lab takes damage, move that many cards from 
the top of the deck to the scrapheap.
 

6. End Step

After battling, if you have servants that didn’t attack, you may 
dispatch         any number of them. This keeps them safe from your 
opponent’s next attack, but might leave your lab and nexuses 
undefended. 

You may also move your familiar to your entourage, or straight to 
the dispatch zone. (Servants that attacked stay in the dispatch 
zone; they’ll recall at the start of your next turn.) 

Lastly, pass the turn to your opponent.

When a Lab is Empty...
If your opponent’s laboratory has no more cards, your servants 
can attack that opponent’s rooms directly (as though each 
one were a nexus). A room dealt any amount of vandalism      -             
damage goes to the scrapheap.

You lose once you run out of rooms, so make sure you leave 
enough servants in your entourage to defend them!

Once your opponent’s lab is gone, any card that says “Deal 
damage to a laboratory” can deal damage to one room instead, 
scrapping it.

You’re always allowed to resign for any reason, whether or not 
your laboratory is empty.

Glossary

Armor        : Reduces combat damage dealt to the armored servant 
(applies once per turn).
Assembly cost: To play a card, pay its assembly cost using reagents. 
Displayed in top-right corner of every card.

Combat        : Amount of damage a servant deals to another servant 
during the attack step.
Dispatch        : Send a servant to the dispatch zone. (Use once per turn.) 
Servants already dispatched cannot attack.
Dispatch zone: Servants in this zone cannot be attacked.
Familiar: Lets you rummage at the beginning of your turn. You can only 
have one at a time.  It can’t be affected by your opponent.
Familiar zone: Where the familiar goes.
Entourage (zone): Default zone for your servants. Servants in your 
entourage defend your lab and nexuses.
Laboratory: Your deck. Destroy your enemy’s lab and rooms to win!
Life         : Amount of damage a servant can take before it is scrapped.
Reagent: Spend reagents on rooms to pay assembly costs. Displayed at 
the bottom of a card.
Recall: Return a servant from the dispatch zone to the entourage.
Room: Holds reagents. Play only one room per turn, and one reagent per room. 
Rooms are played face-down.
Rummage: Draw a card. If you do, discard a card.
Scrap: Send the card to the scrapheap.
Scrapheap: Discard pile. You may play reagents from your scrapheap.
Vandalism          : Amount of damage servants dealt to laboratories and 
nexuses.

Suggested Board Layout

Entourage Zone

Rooms & Nexuses

card being played 
as a reagent

Put vaporized cards 
anywhere out of play

Dispatch Zone

When you play a recipe, check its card type (it’s written beneath 
the card’s name):

Servants start in your entourage zone, in front of your 
rooms. The turn they’re played, they can’t attack or use 
abilities that require them to dispatch.

Nexus cards stay next to your rooms.

Transmutations get put on a servant (yours or the 
enemy’s) to permanently modify it.

Spellbomb cards do what the text says, then get put 
directly in the scrap heap.

NOTE: Your cards and abilities cannot affect the enemy 
familiar unless the card says so.


